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Abstract- The dependence of organizations on networks/Internet for efficient operations and services to customers has made the network security
issues a vital one. In the present paper penetration testing manners and technologies are first surveyed and then analyzed in the real world
context. Penetration testing has been performed mid/large cooperate organization pointing to certain conflicts in the requirements of testing. The
paper also discusses about the processes and methodologies of today‘s trends that also undergo continuous changes due to rapid technological
developments. Some complications in penetration testing have also been highlighted and requirements for adopting the technique in modified
way have been discussed. The paper further describes different phases of penetration testing techniques and we have also purposed a new
methodology that is able to resolve the shortcoming of existing one. Penetration testing has been performed mid/large cooperate organization
pointing to certain conflicts in the requirements of testing.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Efforts put by companies and organizations in doing global
business through Internet have made security issues a vital
one. Companies accessing the Internet are seeking methods
of protecting their network sites against external attacks and
intrusions. Setting up a firewall, one of the best solutions,
for private network sites in organizations and at home is no
longer a fancy thing. Penetration impact may cause major
concerns, such as: Is there a significant privacy in uncovering
that may be a great cause of loss while incorporating a secure
environment using a firewall for the Internet connection? Or
―To what level of security should we expect without
sacrificing the available network security?‖ This paper
addresses the above queries and about the design of a secure
network by performing pure security through penetration
testing on firewall at different security levels. ―Testing
validates and ensures that controls specified in the Security
Plan are functioning properly‖. [7, 24]
A penetration test is not just a mere hacking exercise. It is a
very essential part of the complete Risk Assessment Strategy
of the organization. If used effectively, penetration test is an
effective tool by which any organization can measure the
current security level of its network and systems. It is
suggestive in literature [31], to have a penetration test done at
regular intervals.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In II section
Requirement satisfaction for penetration testing is defined.
Types of pen test are discussed in III section. In IV section
the contribution of penetration test in network security are
discussed. Comparison of penetration with others is done in
V section. Tools available for penetration testing are

described in VI section. Related researches are given in VII
section. The benefits and challenges of penetration testing
have been described in section VIII. In IX section a modified
architecture for penetration testing to improve the efficiency
has been proposed. Proposed methodology and its
description have been given in section X. Lastly the
conclusion is given section XI.
II. REQUIREMENTS FOR PENETRATION TEST
Requirements for Penetration testing should be realistic,
because it deals with an attack performed by real opponent.
Respect of employees during testing is a major issue. They
should not be deceived. Penetration testing should also be
reliable and reportable. Penetration testing should fulfill
following five requirements, which are known as R*
requirements [2].
Restriction -Employees should not act or behave during
testing as they would act and behave in everyday life.
Respect -All the employees are treated with respect during
testing. Employees should neither be stressed, pressured, and
uncomfortable, nor feel risk and should maintain mutual
trusts amongst themselves.
Reliable -Penetration testing should not become a cause for
the productivity loss of the employees.
Repeatable -Testing is repeated many times and incase the
environment does not change then the result of the testing
should be same.
Reportable -All the actions during the testing should be
logged and the output of the test should be in a form that
allows a meaningful and actionable document of findings and
recommendations [2, 3].
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III. TYPES OF PENETRATION TEST
Following types of penetration testing are in practice [8, 14]:
Black box—Testers do not have the full information about
the internal environment of the organization. They have the
data which is publically available. This type of test is used to
perform a real pen test since attacker starts with no
knowledge about the system. It is also known as zero
knowledge tests. Black box testing is best conducted from
outside.
White box—Testers have full knowledge and information
about the target system. Unlike black box in which experts
are required to go through the code step by step and identify
the faults due to which there may a possibility to attack. This
is also called source code analysis because tester has full
information about the application and source code.
Gray box— It is known as partial knowledge test and tester
has partial knowledge about the organization.

(b)Risk based
penetration
testing
Vulnerability
Scanning

V.

COMPARISON OF PENETRATION TESTING WITH
OTHERS [25, 28]

Types
of
test
1.Penetratio
n Testing
(a)Traditional
penetration
testing

Strength

Its
major
focus
is
in
verifying
technical
vulnerabilities by
using
various
methodologies

Weakness

It is very
labour intensive
and
requires
great proficiency.

Having
proper set

It not only
verifies the
vulnerability but
also explains how
these
vulnerabilities
can gain
enormous access.

It
requires
both
technical
and professional
knowledge
but
mainly concerns
with professional
risks.

IV. THE CONTRIBUTION OF PENETRATION IN
NETWORK SECURITY[4]
Earlier, penetrations were mainly attempted from the inside
of a network but with the advent of Internet; networks are
vulnerable to attacks from all over the world [23]. A firewall
provides improved security [5] and has a way of controlling
access to our systems and networks. Steps involved to a
successful penetration testing for network security are as
follows—
Detect the process mostly used by an attacker for
attacking a system or organization.
Identify the weak points of the system or organization
which need to be defended.
Determine how the attacker uses these weaknesses.
Identify the assets that can be used, manipulated or
destructed by an attacker.
Check that an attack by an attacker was detected.
Check what the footprints of an attack look like?
Prepare some favorable comments.

and tools.

2.Network
Scanning

3.

It works under
critical situation
of corporate and
application.
It is faster
than vulnerability
and penetration
testing and highly
automated.
It effectively
scans the number
of hosts in the
network
with
minimum cost.
It is highly
automated
but
speed depends on
the number of
hosts scanned.
It not only
identifies but also
provides solution
for
mitigating
known
vulnerabilities
and on regular
basis.

tools is
complex
expensive.

very
and

Usually
insider
works
because persons
must
have
knowledge and
skills
of
corporate
process.
It is essential
to understand the
rules
and
regulations
of
corresponding
body.

It is used in
preceding part of
penetration
testing and not
executed as final
test.
It
involves
expertise skills to
execute result.
Sometimes
identify
only
exterior
vulnerabilities
and is often
unable to detect
recent
vulnerability.
Generally
identified
by
IDS, firewall or
even end users
and as such is not
able to maintain
secrecy.
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VI. PENETRATION TESTING TOOL
Many testing tools are used by testers in organization to test
the network or system for security purpose. Some of these
tools are described below:
Nmap: Nmap allows for a variety of different types of port
scans to be used in order to determine whether a port is open
or closed. [11,25]
Nessus: Premier UNIX vulnerability assessment tool. Nessus
is a fast and modular vulnerability scanner released by
Renaud Deraison. The freeware client/server tool audits a
network remotely to enumerate and test the known
vulnerabilities against a database that is updated daily by the
Internet security community in the form of plug-ins. [11]
Metasploit Framework: It is an advanced open-source
platform for developing, testing, and using exploit code. The
extensible model through which payloads, encoders, no-op
generators, and exploits can be integrated has made it
possible to use the Metasploit Framework as an outlet for
cutting-edge exploitation research. [11]
VII. RELATED RESEARCH
DTI [18] recommends that, ―Draw on the right expertise and
international standards to understand the security threats and
legal responsibilities. Integrate security into normal business
practice, through a clear security policy and staff education.
Use risk assessment to target investment in security controls
at the areas of maximum business benefit.
Stephen Northcutt et.al[19] & [20] have emphasized that by
performing penetration tests against environment, replicate
the types of actions that a malicious attacker would take,
giving a more accurate representation of security posture at
any given time.
N. Y. Hamisi et.al[21] have observed that the objectives of
using penetration test methods in an organization‘s LAN
were to identify different form of network attacks and
methods used to capture the hacking. The risks and attacks
caused by hackers to the network were evaluated. The results
obtained are seen as a good indicator of the security state of
the network. The network administrator permitted network
information like internet protocol (IP) address to be gathered
and analyzed and to perform the penetration test that enabled
hackers and attackers methods to be identified. It was
realized that 90% of network users has no fear of the network
security risk inspite of the finding that network security
rating of the case study is at 50 percent.
Bing Duan et. Al. [22] state that penetration testing is an
important branch of network security evaluation, which aims
at providing all-round investigation to find the vulnerabilities
and security threats in systems and networks.
According to [35], hackers are unauthorized but that doesn't
mean we can't perform an analysis of hacking. The goal of
the hacker is to maximize some set of stated goals (Theft,

Revenge etc.) while at the same time minimizing his risk.
The defender, on the other hand, is looking to amplify the
risk to the hacker while minimizing his exposure to potential
abuse. From the methodology in [35], hackers begin by
selecting and foot printing a target network. Once the target
network is mapped, hackers proceed to map vulnerabilities
and gain access by cracking passwords, using stacksmashing attacks, or spoofing the IP address of trusted
machines. Hackers can then sniff internal network traffic or
find other hosts that contain vital company secrets. Finally, a
hacker can clean up system logs in order to conceal the fact
that an attack occurred.
The Overall methodology for penetration testing [34] can be
divided into three steps process:
Network enumeration: Discover as much as possible about
the target.
Vulnerability analysis: Identify all potential avenues of
attack.
Exploitation: Attempt to compromise the network by
leveraging the results of the vulnerability analysis and
finding as many avenues identified as time allows.
Above steps implies that discover as much as possible about
the target, identify all potential avenues of attack, and
attempt to compromise the network by leveraging the results
of the vulnerability analysis.
VIII.

BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF
PENETRATION TESTING

Benefits
Penetration testing has become a very important part of
evaluating and ameliorating the security of an organization‘s
or system‘s network. The focus of pen testing is to improve
the security of a network seeking to compromise that system
using a technique used by an attacker. There is confusion
between vulnerability scanning and pen testing. A
vulnerability scan determines the faults or problems which
may already exist, whereas pen test evaluates against a real
attack. Penetration test is active and is able to attack a system
and evaluate its readiness. On the other hand vulnerability
scan is passive and it does not identify the significance of an
intrusion and only lists the possible potential vulnerabilities.
The penetration testing is an authorized way to break the
architecture of a system using attacker‘s technique.
Challenges
Though there are many challenges that can provide good
opportunity to find out better solution to disable them and
achieve better quality, major challenges of penetration testing
in today‘s scenario are as follows:
Limited time pressure- In penetration testing it would take
time to find out vulnerabilities in network and their patch up.
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Security- ―Is network hacker proof‖? This is another major
challenge for penetration test and it does not provide full
proof either from hacker or from network flaws but can only
mitigate them.
Test automation- Automation can be performed by using
several tools that can reduce test execution time and perform
regression testing after some modification or enhancements.
Penetration testing is undoubtedly a reliable way to solve
security problems which network faces. If performed
regularly and consistently as a part of security policy then
organization‘s overall security definitely improves
IX. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
Security Compass [23] provides an architectural
recommendation layers that compete with an attacker to gain
access to the internal network. This architecture iterates
through the steps: Information gathering, domain
enumeration, Host enumeration, Service enumeration,
Architecture enumeration, User enumeration, Vulnerability
scanning,
Architecture
review/recommendation
and
Vulnerability exploitation.
Though, scan and analysis of either application or network is
essential for moving ahead in penetration testing cycle, the
architecture proposed in [23] does not focuses on these. In
the present paper, architecture for penetration testing has
been proposed to overcome these limitations and also
suggestions have been made to fix and remove vulnerabilities
if detected. Three new states i.e. Scan application and
network, Analysis and proceed and Fix and remove
vulnerabilities are added. The proposed modified architecture
is shown in figure below:

NETWORK
PENETRATION
TESTING
ARCHITECTURE

Details of the proposed modified architecture:
The proposed modified architecture is a modified one of the
proposed architecture described in [28] and has three new
states added as described earlier i.e. ―Scan applications and
networks‖, ―Analysis & Proceed‖ and ―Fix and remove
vulnerabilities‖. Following are the details of the steps
involved in the proposed modified architecture. The original
steps have been retained as in [28].
Information gathering: During this step data and
background information are collected from internet which is
related with company to create a business profile of the
company.
Scan applications and networks: This step covers the
scanning process of applications as well as network by using
various scanning tools suitable for application and network.
Analysis and proceed: Outcomes of scan and other related
information are analyzed here. This will improve the
efficiency of penetration testing process.
Domain specification: To successfully deal with flaws, a
detailed network map is developed without having any
previous knowledge about the network of an organization
and its structure. Further a detailed description of design
criteria for a domain is provided.
Host specification: Various network scans are performed to
identify the hosts in the network and also to make it confirm
that company is the one who owns the network blocks.
Service specification: Firstly hosts are identified and next
the services provided by each hosts including the versions
number of the services are described by using Internet data.
Architecture specification: The details of information an
active attacker can gather about the network from the internet
and detailed access control are elaborated by the architectural
diagram for clear understanding of the client.
User specification: User specifications such as, user name,
password etc. and brute-force i.e. try all possible values,
authentication attacks on all the services provided by Internet
and application and devices connected to Internet are
identified.
Susceptibility scanning: It is necessary to make sure that
raw results are not provided after scanning. So tools are used
for this purpose. Nessus and Nmap tools are used for
susceptibility scanning. Firstly, identification of all the IP
addresses that are connected to the Internet is done and then
tools are used for susceptibility scanning.
Design reviews and suggestions: Suggestions about the
vulnerabilities which are removed in this cycle and also
about the remaining vulnerabilities and how to resolve these
vulnerabilities are made. Suggestions made in this phase,
helps the tester to move in the right direction to remove the
vulnerabilities remaining after this cycle.
Fix and remove vulnerabilities: It involves running exploits
and determines the depth of access that an attacker can gain
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from the internet. If possible
vulnerabilities otherwise take
considerations.

then remove these
them for further

X. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND ITS DESCRIPTION
CORE IMPACT [23] has a seven step methodology for
penetration testing, consisting of scope definition,
information gathering, vulnerability detection, information
analysis & planning, attack & penetration/privilege
escalation, result analysis & reporting and clean up. These
seven steps form a complete testing process. All the steps are
essential to perform a successful penetration testing. If any
step is skipped, some vulnerability may be remaining in the
targeted system or network. The shortcomings of this model
are as follows:
IP addresses are not verified in this model. This model does
not clarify that which type of information is gathered during
information gathering step.Special circumstances are not
reviewed in this model.Vulnerability issues are not classified.
To overcome these shortcomings the following seven step
methodology is proposed.
OBJECTIVE DEFINITION

COLLECTING INFORMATION/DATA
ABOUT TARGET SYSTEM AND NETWORK

EXPOSURE IDENTIFICATION

INFORMATION ANALYSIS & PLANNING

ATTACK & PENETRATION/INTENSIFY
EXC LUSIVE RIGHTS
SUCCESSFUL
COMPLETION

RELATED RESULT SETS AND REPORT

NO
DISPOSE UP

YES

The steps involved in the proposed methodology for
penetration testing are as follows:
Step 01—Aim/Objective definition
The primary goal of penetration testing is to gain access to
software systems that require authorized access and
documenting all the security holes that can be found in a
system or network.

Step 02—Collecting information /Data
This phase of penetration test is to collect information that
concentrates on technical features of the target system or
network as well as publicly available information related
with owner, user and tester.
Step 03—Exposure Identification
In the selected system or network, identification of exposure
can be performed manually or with the help of software like
scanners that automatically scans the software
vulnerabilities.
Step 04—Information analysis and planning
In this step comparison of technical public information that
are collected from previous phases. Further, tester can collect
the information in proper sequence and begin high level
attack planning. From overall penetration approach it is
tricky to identify which information is needed for further
research.
Step 05—Attack and penetration /Intensify exclusive rights
In this phase, successful completions of previous phase are
essential and fragmented down in convenient small parts
such as available: Employ selection in which tester take out
publicly available information and software programs to
manipulate the faults identified. Employ reformation, here
tester must modify the mistreat information or software
program to execute according to object against their desired
target. Employ expansion in it tester writes its own program
for the specific target host, in case where no vulnerable
program exist. Employ testing in formal penetration test each
activity must be examined to avoid any harm which gets
improperly executed if susceptibility identified.
Step 06— Related result sets and Report
In this phase the tester must maintain the sequence of
information previously available and over all the related
result set to the client or user. It consolidates the activities of
information gathered, analysis, takeout conclusions and
suggestions and then generates final appearance report.
Step 07—Dispose up
This is the final phase of penetration testing and involves
disposing up all that has any susceptibility for injury or
attack during the testing process. As any exposure is
identified then corresponding changes are made to examine
the system.
XI. CONCLUSION
This paper has been aimed at evaluating the pros and cons of
penetration testing in an organization. Paper gives the idea of
basic requirements, which must be fulfilled for successful
penetration testing. this paper has proposed test convergence
functionality, called ―Penetration Testing Architecture‖.
Presented approach is able to solve the problems like IP
addresses verification, Vulnerability issues classification,
Special circumstances etc. this approach can develop and
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enhance the quality. In this paper only the Architecture at a
time has been focused. However, penetration testing and its
relationship with others such as traditional, Risk-based,
Network Scanning, Vulnerability Scanning can be
considered, which are planned to take up in next work.
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